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Islands to Visit on Caribbean Yacht Charter
There are several islands in the Caribbean and thus chartering a yacht gives you a unique opportunity to visit them
and explore the unearthed beauty of nature. Here,
Booking a charter to rejuvenate your mind body and soul is something that is becoming not only common, but
preferred by young travellers. People not only prefer to go for simple yacht rides but love to take the boat under
their own command and explore natural beauty like never before. Even though there are several yacht chartering
and sailing agencies all over the world, it has been observed that the Caribbean yacht charter records more
number of young travellers and enthusiasts every year, attracting over a hundred thousand people in seasonal
times. Here, we compile a small list of the top few island groups that you just can’t aﬀord to miss out when you
book your own Caribbean sailing charter for vacationing.
Bahamas
The islands of Bahamas need no introduction. They are popular among the elites as well as travellers for natural
beauty, variety of sports and breathtaking scenery that is enough to rejuvenate your senses. Not only that, the
islands of Bahamas also oﬀer several fun activities apart from raw expeditions.
British Virgin Islands
Even though they are not really popular, the British virgin islands remain among the top most beautiful islands in
the Caribbean that one can visit and enjoy. The beautiful beaches and ample sunshine is enough to give you a
break from the extreme weather. Perfect for sports activities, you should deﬁnitely pout that on your list for
Caribbean expedition.
Grenada and St Vincent
Grenada and St Vincent happen to be very popular among holiday goers. In fact after Bahamas and Puerto Rico,
they form the most popular island group in the Caribbean that appeal to the holiday goers. With ample space and
clear waters accompanied by a light sunshine kissing you – you just can’t aﬀord to miss out the fun here.
Puerto Rico
If you are planning to go all James Bond on holidays and are planning to take a break from natural beauty while
holidaying, your next stop should deﬁnitely be Puerto Rico. Filled with beautiful beaches topped with casinos and
amazing bars, Puerto Rico has all that you need for an amazing holiday stay.
St Martin
The least popular for holiday goers, the island still manages to attract decent footfall when it comes to yacht
charters. Not as ﬁlled as others in terms of bio diversity and natural beauty, St Martin is more famous for its
peaceful location and environment, giving you the much needed rest and escape for a new beginning.
There are of course other islands as well, like Antigua that beg for attention and you might just add them to your
visiting list. To get the most out of your Caribbean yacht charter, try visiting all the islands an spend ample time to
take in as well as enjoy each one’s uniqueness.
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